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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this document is to provide all project partners with a description of the User-Centred Design
(UCD) methodology adopted for Work Package 2 (WP2). It is intended for project actors to use it as manual
for implementing UCD processes in their tasks, adopting the prescribed methodologies and criteria for user
involvement, and for assessing and benchmarking design requirements and needs.
This document provides a state of the art that presents an overview of the main research domains that
inform the design of the proposed methodological framework. It makes an overview of User Experience,
which encompasses User-Centred Design as a design framework that aims to potentiate the benefits and
experience that users derive from a product. Action Research is also covered as a methodological framework
that complements UCD and provides the necessary scientific rigour, credibility and transferability for a
project at this level.
The state of the art also provides a literature review of the background experience of the consortium in
previous projects that involved user-centric processes, presenting the underlying ethos of RAPID-MIX project
and consortium.
This document describes OPPP, an innovative UCD methodological framework specific to RAPID-MIX. It is
comprised of a four (4) step process: Observation, Probes, Prototypes, Products and is presented as a set of
guidelines, structured with leading questions, a selection of methods, such as workshops, participatory
design activities and focus groups, amidst others, and an actionable and systematic approach that will
enable the deployment of the methodology by project actors throughout the project lifetime.
Using this methodology, WP2 will directly engage industry users (represented by SMEs and Industry Panel
members) and consumer end users, identified as the target user groups for the RAPID-MIX technologies.
This will allow RAPID-MIX consortium to gauge industry needs and catalogue the SMEs’ production
roadmaps, in order to interpret their design methods and identify gaps in their workflow processes.
WP2 will inform the product design cycle involving Agile Prototyping (WP3), API Development (WP4), and
Integration (WP5). It will also inform Evaluation (WP6) by providing insights and the learning that emerges
from the early and continuous user involvement in the assessment of prototypes, applying the outputs as
examples in the subsequent rounds of user-centred design activities, to inform subsequent product design
cycles.

In order to fulfil its function as a quick reference to frequently asked questions and problems, updates to this
document will be kept electronically on the RAPID-MIX website and reflect updates or changes according to
the evolution of procedures and progress during the lifetime of the project.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This document describes deliverable D2.1, the UCD methodology adopted for project RAPID-MIX.

1.1

UCD methodology in RAPID-MIX

RAPID-MIX will apply a highly user-centred methodology to product development as a key strategy for
incorporating market pull and industry needs, and for producing robust application-programming interface
tools (the RAPID-API) systems that can be later integrated into the design roadmap of industry partners, and
end user products for public release (MIX-Products). This process, based on a unified approach to UserCentred Design and Action Research, will continually and mutually inform the work between work packages
Agile Prototyping (WP3), API Development (WP4), and Integration (WP5). This methodology will contribute
to bring the shared set of new technologies from academic and industrial research to general industrial
standards, and to the user groups and businesses that will ultimately use these tools. These will be delivered
to both B2C and B2B markets, as well as shared with the creative community through open access
channels.

1.2

Structure of Document

This document is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work in the research areas that
inform our methodological framework and design process, such as User Experience, User-Centred Design
and Action Research, and on the background experience of the consortium in these research domains.
Section 3 defines our user groups. Section 4 provides an overview of our User-Centred Design
methodological framework introducing its rationale, practical guidelines to implement it and deploy it through
UCD actions along the project lifetime. Section 5 provides the ethical research code and procedures adopted
in the project. In section 6, we inform on gathering data outcomes. Section 7 refers to results and reporting
procedures and the document is concluded in section 8.

2 STATE OF THE ART
2.1

Literature overview

This section provides an overview of the main research areas that inform the design of the methodological
framework, covering User Experience, User Centred-Design and Action Research.

2.1.1 Understanding User Experience
With the evolution of research in the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) domain, trends emerged focusing
on the human as actors, participants or users, and encompassing of human elements such as culture,
emotion and experience. User Experience (UX) has been adopted by the HCI community for several years
now with its definition an on on-going effort. Law et al. (2009) define UX as a dynamic, context-dependent
and subjective concept that belongs to the HCI domain. For the authors, UX stems from the “potential
benefits that users derive from a product” and that designing for UX must be grounded in user-centred
design practices.
This is a broad and abstract definition but more recent definitions, which consider the need for quantification
and measurement, attempted to model and identify hierarchical dimensions of UX. Park et al. (2013) did an
extensive literature survey to construct the concept and model UX, considering both academic and industrial
perspectives. The authors have identified usability, affect and user value as the main UX elements, where
“usability, affect and user value can be defined as the degree to which a product/service is easy to use, the
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degree to which a product/service’s appearance or image appeals to the users, and user’s subjective values
attached to a product/service, respectively”.
A parallel on-going effort is being taken by International Organization for Standardization (ISO) with the
development of models that attempt to standardize UX and usability, and prescribe design and evaluation
procedures for industrial use. The definition of proposed by ISO 9241-110:2010 is UX as “a person’s
perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or service”.
In RAPID-MIX, the development process is informed by a methodological framework (provided in this
document) that has been designed to potentiate the user experience of MIX products. Its design has been
grounded on user-centred design processes, which are overviewed in the following section.

2.1.2 User Centred-Design
Abras, Maloney and Preece (2004) define UCD as “a philosophy and methods, which focus on designing for
and involving users in the design of computerized systems”. UCD was originally coined in “User-Centred
System Design: New Perspectives on Human-Computer Interaction” (Norman & Draper, 1986). UCD is a
process based upon the understanding of users, their tasks and environments. The design is driven and
refined throughout an iterative cycle of development and user-centred evaluation. Figure 1 shows a generic
UCD cycle with the main operational stages.

Figure 1. The UCD cycle, based on Preece (2015)
According to Mao et al. (2005) the main principles accepted as the basis of a user-centred approach are:
•

•

•

Early focus on users and tasks – this makes the users’ tasks and goals the main drivers of the
product development process. This also implies understanding who will the users be, studying their
characteristics (behaviour, cognition, attitude, intentions, preferences, etc.) and contexts of use, in
order to inform design for feature support.
Empirical measurement – usability and user experience goals should be identified, agreed on and
documented, so that alternatives maybe produced and empirically evaluated along the different
stages of the design process.
Iterative design – the iterative nature allows for feedback to inform and refine subsequent
development efforts. In each interaction, unexpected outcomes or new ideas may emerge that
require revision, converging to the optimal level of feasibility

There have been several rule sets and heuristics proposed for UCD such as the following (Nielsen, 1993):
•

Building intuitive conceptual models
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explaining in reading manuals before implementation
Making tasks consistent
Providing mental aids
Giving control of the tasks to the user
Making things visible
Designing for natural mappings between intentions, actions and outcome,
Applying constraints
Designing for error
Standardizing

In UCD, users are involved in early stages of system design, and throughout the whole development and
product lifecycle. The importance of having this kind of involvement has been discussed over the years, and
its value has been promoted not only for usability issues but also for making a business case. In RAPID-MIX,
we believe that an innovation action process transferring research technologies to market deployment can be
based on a better understanding of users’ needs and desires, leading to a more usable product. This also
leads to a greater awareness of users’ expectations regarding the product, ensuring that these are met and
in the best of cases, superseded. Furthermore, the involvement of users may provide a greater sense of
ownership and support by the users, given their close contribution to a product’s development, and help
building community around the product.

2.1.3 Other design research approaches
There are conflicting definitions on the relationship between UCD and “human-centred design” (HCD). The
W3C Notes on User-Centred Design Processes indicate “UCD is also called human-centred design process.”
Others consider UCD to be a subset of HCD. HCD is considered the starting point to account for usability
and “user experience” (UX) (ISO/IEC 9241-210 2010), and it is prescriptive regarding the focus on users,
users’ tasks and operating context or environment, and iterative design and evaluation of prototypes with
users.
Participatory Design (PD) was borne out of the trade union movement in Scandinavia in the 1960s and
1970s, with the aim of improving workers’ conditions in an increasingly technologized and mechanised
workplace through giving them a role in the design and implementation of these technologies. Participatory
design now may have lost many of its political connotations, and refers broadly to a group of practices
including user-centred design and co-design which attempt to bring end users into the design of products or
services (See Simonsen, Jesper & Robinson, 2012). Nonetheless the politics of participation distinguish PD
from UCD.
Extensions to UCD of relevance include Contextual Design (Beyer, 1997, Holtzblatt, 2004) and the more
recent Adoption-centred design (Chilana, Ko & Wobbrock, 2015). The former approach is more oriented to
practitioners, using ethnographic methods to rationalise workflows. The latter paper analyses a case study
within the borders of technology transfer in software engineering, innovation in the marketplace, and
generalizability of HCI research evaluation. It explains the “the motivations for adopting different HCI
methods at different stages during the evolution of the research, product, and start-up business and the
trade-offs made between user-centred design” and what they have termed “adoption-centred design”. The
authors highlight the importance of considering a diversity of stakeholders beyond end users, and that are
critical for product adoption.
While UCD, HCD, PD and others are contingent on specific historical circumstances and much is to be
debated over their nomenclatures, they are nonetheless built over a common bases of user involvement in
the design process, empirical evaluation and iterative nature. Overall, they provide a broader set of
techniques and tools for getting what we broadly refer to as “users” to be involved in the creation of the
D2.1 USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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products and services they will ultimately use. These techniques and tools remain useful outside of the sociopolitical circumstances under which they first arose and have been considered for the design process of
RAPID-MIX UCD methodology.

2.1.4 Action Research
Action Research (AR) emerged from the work of Kurt Lewin (1946) and has been most notably used by
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, London (Reason & Bradbury, 2000). AR is a methodological aproach
with a dual goal, in which a research organization provides a service to a research “client” (individual, group
or organisation) by solving his practical problems, and adding to the body of knowledge in a particular
domain.
AR is considered complementary and augmentative of UCD practices (Hayes, 2011) given the action based
and iterative nature of this methodology. However, the outcome of AR is learning and scholarly knowledge
rather than a technological artefact, which is typically pursued in both UCD and PD. It aims to ensure
collaboration with community partners and to achieve a level of scientific rigor that ultimately permits the
transferability of the research findings. In fact, AR has been more and more valued for the enhanced
credibility of the research findings. External funding agencies, such as National Science Foundation in the
U.S.A. and the European Commission, and large tech conglomerates, such as Google and Microsoft, have
been focusing in practical research approaches such as AR (Kock, 2014).
AR provides a framework based on an multistep iterative cycle that involves the identification of a general
problem to be solved or an improvement opportunity at the client organisation; the identification of practical
problems, the solution of those problems, and reflection on the part of the research body, which is then
followed again by the identification and solution of problems, new reflection and so on. The framework
ultimately leads to the identification of clear patterns (Kock, 2014), through repeated observations in various
iterations of the following stages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diagnosing: identification of an improvement opportunity or a general problem to be solved at the
client organisation.
Action planning: involves the consideration of alternative courses of action to attain the improvement
or solve the problem identified.
Action taking: involves the selection and implementation of one of the courses of action considered
in the previous stage
Evaluation: involves the study of the outcomes of the selected course of action.
Specifying learning: involves reviewing the outcomes of the evaluating stage and, based on this,
knowledge building in the form of a model describing the situation under study
Diagnosing - second iteration: can take place in the same organizational context or in a different one
(e.g., a different department or company).

Figure 2 presents diagram with a generic AR cycle and the main operational stages.
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Figure 2. Action Research cycle, based on Kolk (2015)
In a technology-related inquiry, this could entail the introduction of new technologies in an organisation and
at the same time studying the effects of the technology in that organisation (Kock, 2014). The leading
research questions must be formalised beforehand based on theory and answered in the study, and for
RAPID-MIX we propose an initial set of research leading questions:
•
•

•

How can we operationalize HCI tech transfer to the creative industries, achieving a positive impact?
How do we create tools that enable development for rapid prototyping and what should they afford?
How can we build a modern creative programming environment that affords both a low entry barrier
and a high ceiling?
What is the most suitable configuration of UCD guidelines for creative SMEs?

The main data collection approaches are based on participant observation and interviews, where an
understanding is sought on how the technology was used, and how its use affected the desired outcomes.
This is typically achieved through data collection techniques (both quantitative and qualitative) using the
same instrument (e.g., a questionnaire, workshops, etc.) at two different points in time, before and after the
technology introduction.
Within this frame, the RAPID-MIX project provides a context and a case for the application of AR, with
funding support for project life cycle to collect data from a consortium of organizations, and present results,
and ensure the transferability of knowledge that resulted from the process.

2.2

Previous UCD experience within RAPID-MIX consortium

RAPID-MIX leverages on its collective experience from previous research by consortium partners, published
in venus such as ACM SIGCHI on participatory techniques that are 1) deployed “In the wild”, 2)
accommodate diverse stakeholder groups, and 3) involve end-users from the beginning of the design
process. This involves proven methods including ethnographic scoping interviews; structured brainstorming
sessions; lo-fi prototyping; and video sketching. Below we describe some specific projects and the unique
combinations of methods they deployed.
D2.1 USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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2.2.1 The A20: Interactive Instrument Techniques for Sonic Design Exploration.
The A20 (Tanaka, Bau & Mackay, 2013) describes a series of studies comprised of ethnographic interviews
to establish existing use patterns of MP3 players, and participatory design workshops to imagine and
generate hypothetical future usage scenarios of personal music sharing. The main goal was to see through
an iterative process that linked UCD and the field of New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), whether
it was possible to identify emergent themes from users descriptions of interacting with musical content in
everyday life, and then propose advance forms of sonic interaction as ways to address these themes. By
focusing on modes of sonic interaction emerging from the UCD studies this study led to the production of a
prototype of a kind that would not otherwise arise out of classical product development or task-based
interaction design.
A mix of several techniques has been used to target different research aspects, such as Scenario Building,
Brainstorming, and Video Prototyping. Scenario building was based on individual scenario notation in
storyboard form followed by group discussion. This permitted identifying aspects of the scenario that could
be enhanced by new technologies. The critical incident technique (Flanagan, 1954) was used to elicit
specific recent, memories of personal music player use in context, and examples of interruptions, or specific
moments at which music listening use was interrupted.
Brainstorming sessions with idea cards took place, in order to help inspiring participants and allow them to
imagine how the music listening activity in those settings could be improved, augmented, or expanded
possibly by new technologies. Participants acted out their scenario and filmed it with a simple camcorder to
create a video prototype. This process invited participants to project their storyboard into the physical world,
imagining form factors, and actual use dynamic. Through this process of enaction, participants were able to
test their scenario as an embodied experience (Dourish, 2004).
After the ethnographic studies, the A20 was introduced as a design probe (Gaver et al., 1999) having
succeeded on several levels. The initial scenarios people presented were consistent from the interviews at
the beginning of the project through to the final workshop.
The coupling of UCD and NIME disciplines enabled the use of advanced interactive music techniques within
a participatory context, allowing novel forms of interaction to be studied that otherwise would not have arisen
from a pure UCD approach. This provided the answer to the question of how rich expressive interfaces
coming from a top-down development process such as NIME could be used alongside ideas and uses
emerging from bottom-up processes like UCD to define an expansive design space that would facilitate sonic
interaction and be an inspiring generator of ideas.

2.2.2 Form Follows Sound: Designing Interactions from Sonic Memories
Form Follows Sound (Caramiaux et al., 2015) is a sonic interaction design research project being undertaken
within the Embodied AudioVisual Interaction (EAVI) research group at Goldsmiths. Sonic interaction is seen
as the continuous relationship between user actions and sound, mediated by some technology. Because
interaction with sound may be task oriented or experience-based it is important to understand the nature of
action-sound relationships in order to design rich sonic interactions. Form Follows Sound uses a participatory
approach to sonic interaction design that first considers the affordances of sounds in order to imagine
embodied interaction, and based on this, generates interaction models for interaction designers wishing to
work with sound. The project has carried out a series of workshops, called Form Follows Sound, where
participants ideate imagined sonic interactions, and then realize working interactive sound prototypes. This
includes the “Sonic Incident technique”, coined by the authors as an sound-based extension of critical
incident technique as a way to recall memorable sound experiences.

D2.1 USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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2.2.3 User‐Centred
Audiovisuals

Design

of

a

Tool

for

Interactive

Computer‐Generated

Audiovisual User Interfaces (AVUI) Marie-Curie fellowship project adopted a mix of UCD techniques,
including workshops (Correia & Tanaka, 2014), chosen as a key element for their collaborative and
participatory nature, and bootlegging. As part of the 3 stage, year long process, one event included a oneday, 6-hour hackathon session that produced functioning prototypes of novel tools for audiovisual
performance.
Bootlegging is a “structured brainstorming technique particularly suited to multidisciplinary settings”
(Holmquist, 2008). Bootlegging applies the notion of cut‐up – a form of literary collage popularized by William
Burroughs – to brainstorming sessions, mixing familiar concepts in a way that stimulates creativity. A
bootlegging session requires a theme. It also requires the definition of four categories for idea generation,
two relative to the user side and two related to the theme and technology. A presentation format (such as
skits or videos) should also be chosen. The participants, divided into breakout groups, rapidly generate ideas
on coloured Post‐Its notes for each category, mix those ideas and create 4‐5 random combinations of each
category per group. Those combinations then become the trigger of a brainstorming session, attempting to
imagine different potential applications to support each combination. Afterwards, the groups are asked to
pick one of the ideas and prepare a presentation in the chosen format (Holmquist, 2008, p.159).
The AVUI hackathon study proposed an extension to the bootlegging methodology, entitled reboot. Reboot
extends open‐ended brainstorming to bring additional focus through an additional iteration cycle. In this case,
the focus was defined based on key themes identified during the earlier interviews stage. The interviews set
themes. Bootlegging facilitates serendipity and out of the box thinking. Reboot brings themes from interviews
into an iteration of bootlegging to provide focus and structure to the brainstorming process without
constraining it to a task‐based exercise.

2.2.4 HapticWave: Presenting the Multiple Voices, Actors and Materials of a Design
Research Project
Through the UK Engineering & Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) funded project, Design Patterns
for Inclusive Collaboration (DEPIC) the HapticWave, a haptic audio waveform display device, (Parkinson,
Cameron & Tanaka, 2015) was produced as a high specification technology probe. It resulted from a series
of participatory design workshops and smaller one-on-one sessions with a target group of audio engineers
with visual impairments, collaborating with designers, hackers and makers. The UCD methods used here
bring two things to the table: diverse groups of “EAVI researchers”, “users” and “makers” are conceptualised
as three “actors” engaged in iterative interactions. Furthermore, dialogues can take place through objects:
physical prototypes, such as early proof-of-concept versions of the HapticWave, formed part of the dialogues
and interactions (Parkinson, Cameron and Tanaka 2015). Furthermore, using UCD methods with users with
impairments brings a whole set of challenges along with it, as discussed by DEPIC partners Metatla, O.,
Bryan-Kinns, N., Stockman, T. and Martin F. (2015). These UCD activities fed in an industrial design and
development cycle augmented by the Design Workbook method and resulted in a high specification product
prototype that was evaluated by long term in-situ use in professional recording studios by the blind audio
engineers as a technology probe.

2.2.5 Using interactive machine learning to support interface development through
workshops with disabled people.
Make Your Sound Lab (Katan, Grierson & Fiebrink 2015) applied interactive machine learning (IML) to the
creation and customisation of gesturally controlled musical interfaces in six workshops with people with
learning and physical disabilities. The primary methods employed in this process were observation and
unstructured interview. In each workshop, different instruments were placed around a space and participants
D2.1 USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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were able to move freely among them. Workshop leaders observed which instruments participants chose to
play, which gestures they employed when playing an instrument, and which problems if any arose (e.g.,
participants moving out of the sensing range of a computer vision-based instrument). Sometimes workshop
leaders asked participants casual questions about why they liked or disliked about different instruments, or to
ask for explanations of their behaviours. In some workshop sessions, workshop leaders collaborated with
participants to re-train some instruments using IML. After each workshop, workshop leaders recorded notes
on what they observed, including information about what participants seemed to enjoy or find difficult, about
comparisons between different instruments, and about new questions or hypotheses that might be
investigated further in future workshops.
In between workshops, system developers used workshops observations to try to make improvements to
existing instruments based on challenges observed in the workshops (e.g., providing visual feedback to help
participants understand whether they were within sensing range). Observations from earlier workshops also
informed the choice of what new sensing interfaces or interaction types to introduce in subsequent
workshops.
At the end of the series of workshops, notes from all workshop sessions were synthesised into a single
document and used to facilitate discussion among workshop leaders in order to distil knowledge to inform
future work (including which form factors of instruments seemed to be enjoyable and usable, whether and
when IML was a useful tool, which strategies for enabling end-user gesture customisation seemed to work
well, etc.). Those discussions formed the basis for an academic publication on the project, which included
recommendations for best practices regarding creation of customised musical instruments for people with
disabilities.

2.2.6 A Methodological Framework for Teaching, Evaluating and Informing NIME
Design with a Focus on Expressiveness and Mapping
In the Music Technology Group (MTG) at UPF Barcelona, Jordà and Mealla (2014) propose a methodology
for rapidly designing New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) and a set of tools meant to inform its
design process (workshopping, subjective measures, questionnaires and iterative design). This approach
has been applied in workshops focused on the exploration of expressiveness and on the role of the mapping
component in the NIME creation chain, through a hands-on and self-reflective approach based on restrictionbased scenario.
When applying this methodology participants are asked to (i) design a DMI (with predefined constraints), (ii)
perform with the instrument in front of end-users, and to (iii) evaluate other performances as listeners, in an
iterative process. The methods applied for these workshops were designed to assess both the System and
the Performance aspects of the developed projects. Through this approach, designers were able to evaluate
DMIs in different stages, and explore how this evaluation can inform iterative design.
During each performance session, all participants (in the Listener role) completed a 5-point Likert scale
questionnaire to assess both the System (the DMI itself) and the Performance (related to the use of the DMI
and the quality of the musical output). Dependent variables of these measures were mapping richness,
synthesis richness, potential, musicality, expressiveness, and virtuosity. Each Listener fulfilled the
questionnaire after each performance (except their own). Together with the questionnaire, tags and
comments about the projects were also collected.
This methodological framework was applied in workshops involving a 2-step DMI design process, defined by
2 performance stages. Users’ previous music knowledge was also considered. Through this methodology,
participants with different backgrounds were able to effectively engage in the design processes, developing
working DMI prototypes according to the specific user needs; the assessment tools proved to be consistent
D2.1 USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
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for evaluating NIMEs systems and performances, and the fact of informing the design processes with the
outcome of the evaluation, showed a traceable progress in the prototyping process.

2.2.7 Sonically augmented artifacts: Design methodology through participatory
workshops
IRCAM has organized a series of participatory workshops to develop music interaction metaphors with
tangible interfaces and augmenting everyday-objects. They have been conducted within the framework of the
French Agence Nationale de la Récherche (ANR) project Legos and applied in the Summer School of the EU
project, Human-Computer Confluence (HC2) (Houix et al 2014).
The theoretical framework of these workshops was based on the experience gained in the European
CLOSED project and the COST Action, Sonic Interaction Design (SID). Under these previous projects,
different workshops (Franinovic et al., 2008) were organized and have helped to develop a framework, in the
spirit of participatory workshops (Soini & Pirinen, 2008) to generate creative new ideas in interactive sound
design context.
Each workshop typically focused on different aspects: 1) focusing on the analysis of everyday objects and
then brainstorming on possible sonification of these objects 2) focusing on sound metaphor, questioning the
relationship between sound and actions.
During these workshops, participants went through a cycle of design process: analysis, prototypes
development and testing/evaluating. Everyday objects were analysed in terms of functionality, contexts of
use, associated actions, and existing sounds. Participants were encouraged to hybridize different
functionalities, associated actions and contexts of use taken from different everyday objects. During these
sessions, participants share experiences during practical exercises.
Several practical exercises conducted such as ”speed dating” (Davidoff, 2007), i.e. generation of ideas in
pairs on very short time regularly changing partners to stimulate, ”bodystorming” (Oulasvirta, 2003), i.e. play
active situations with objects to test scenarios, or ”sound drama” (Hug, 2010), i.e. the scenarios are staged
with objects using audio post production. These exercises were complemented by prototyping using sensors
(such as Arduino or Modular Musical Objects) and sound processing in Max.
The workshop allowed us to develop different prototypes towards three fields: sonic interaction design,
rehabilitation and digital musical interfaces. These workshops were beneficial to refine our theoretical
background and generate new questions, concerning for example the level of expertise, learning and
agency.

2.3

Synthesis – the RAPID-MIX approach, an ethos

The above projects illustrate the RAPID-MIX consortium approach to research and innovation, which is the
tight combination of user-centred design, action research and cutting-edge technology development and
transfer. The work hereby proposed is driven by value systems and methodological approaches from UCD,
as well as by our expert understanding of signal processing, software engineering, machine learning, and
related fields. Our goal is not merely to understand users, nor just to produce realisations of technically
sophisticated ideas, but to create usable, useful tools for transfer to industry and for commercial exploitation.
The above projects illustrate a variety of approaches to engaging diverse user groups in the creation of new
music technologies. Our experiences in such projects informs our understanding of the necessity to draw on
different methods for different users, different contexts of use, and different stages in the design process of a
new technology.
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Through RAPID MIX, the consortium will bring our tried and tested methodologies into new terrain. The
iterative design processes allow for us to hone and adapt these methods to account for different and
changing user groups and the specifics of the technologies that will emerge. We can then share with the
community the effectiveness or shortcomings of different methods in newer contexts.

3 USERS
In HCI textbooks and research literature, the word “user” can usually be assumed to mean the end user of a
piece of technology. In practice, the notion of the user is complex, is not reductive, and may involve diverse
groups of related stakeholders in a technology. In RAPID-MIX, we have two main types of technologies
under development - the RAPID API tools, and the SME products that are built using those tools - and
therefore two distinct sets of users differentiated by the technology they are using.
The usability of the RAPID API tools is tightly linked to the usability of the end products: the quality,
learnability, flexibility, etc. of these tools will impact the quality and type of products SMEs can build with
them, and the efficiency with which those products can be built. However, it is critical to differentiate between
API users and end product users when we design and report on activities in our user-centred design
process, as these two types users have very different contexts of use and end goals when engaging with the
respective technologies. Table 1 summarizes the user categories in RAPID-MIX UCD processes.

Directly linked to the RM project

Beyond the project

API users

End product users

RAPID-MIX SME developers (and
stakeholders)

End users of RAPID-MIX SME
products

Hackers, makers, other industry
developers beyond RAPID-MIX
SMEs

End users of other products built
on our API

Some users - especially hackers, makers and students - will be making
technologies primarily for themselves

Table 1. User categories in RAPID-MIX
By engaging developers (and, to an extent, other SME stakeholders) as users in the RAPID MIX UCD
processes, we will drive development of an API toolkit that meets the most high priority SME business
needs, while also supporting efficient, accurate, flexible development work on top of the platform. Some
research literature explicitly describes user-centred approaches to developing middleware on which future
end user-facing products will be built (Edwards, Keith et al. 2002).
Working with SMEs to engage end users of SME products (or potential products) in the UCD process will be
crucial to inform prioritisation of API capabilities, in order to focus API development in areas that are most
likely to support usable, engaging, timely end products. Furthermore, it will be useful at times to make a
distinction between users who are consortium partners (or directly linked to those partners) and users who
are part of the broader developer, music technology, and interactive media communities.
Within the consortium we have RAPID-MIX SME developers, product designers, and other general
stakeholders (e.g. management); the experiences of their products’ end users are of obvious priority to our
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project, and we have easy access to these product end users through the SMEs. For example, there is
already an active community around PLUX’s Bitalino toolset. Beyond the consortium are API users who
include professional developers as well as “DIY” hackers and makers, as well as students. We will reach out
to these users through events such hack days, where we can provide instruction on the latest version of our
platform, observe people using our tools in practice, and learn about the larger space of products and
experiences people envision making with our tools.
Finally, also beyond the consortium are end users of products developed by entities who are not part of the
consortium. These users will be harder to reach, but they also do not need to play as significant a role in
shaping the RAPID MIX tools. Our industry advisory board is comprised of people with knowledge of the
current media technology landscape, including market segmentation, and we will periodically elicit their input
regarding how our toolset matches this landscape of current and potential products and market needs.

4 UCD IN RAPID-MIX
On a high level analysis, RAPID-MIX will apply a highly user-centred methodology to product development
as a key strategy for incorporating market pull and industry need, and for producing robust tools (the RAPIDAPI) and systems (MIX-Products) that can be key components of the product roadmaps of the project’s
industry partners. These will be delivered to both B2C and B2B markets, as well as shared with the creative
community through open access channels.
The following diagram (Figure 3) illustrates how the WP2 fulfils the project’s objectives in an overarching
structure. In most cases, the RAPID-MIX consortium partners are assigned to the same work package tasks.
Such choices were made so that partners with related expertise can closely work together and support each
other’s efforts. In all cases, special care is taken so that individual partners will still have clearly defined roles
within each task to assure accountability. At the same time, the collaborative dynamic ensures that no task is
entirely dependent on a single partner.
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Figure 3. RAPIMIX Product design cycle
WP2 provides an informed entry point to a three-step product design cycle involving Agile Prototyping, API
Development, and Integration (red in figure 3). Meanwhile the outer loop of Evaluation (blue in figure)
including user studies, will feed back to subsequent rounds of UCD. This permits learning from the early
assessment of prototypes and uses the outputs as examples in the next round of user-centred design
activities to inform subsequent product design cycles.
The efforts in User-Centred Design of WP2 will feed these two loops. The methodological framework for
assessing industrial and end-user design requirements provides shared methodologies for user involvement,
encompassing techniques described further ahead in this section. These instruments will be applied at
different points in time, according to their development and technology readiness levels.

4.1

The UCD methodological framework

The theoretical background previously described in section 2.1 informs the design of the methodological
framework for UCD in the RAPID-MIX project. This methodological framework derives from both AR and
UCD, by building on their iterative nature while aiming to complement the product development oriented traits
of UCD, with the scientific rigour, reliability and transferability that characterises AR, along with its adequacy
for studies in social and organizational scenarios.
A fundamental challenge exists in applying UCD approaches from fundamental research to a technology
transfer dynamic. Diverging expectations, goals, terminologies, and time scales may need to be reconciled.
As a publicly funded innovation action, the application of research-based UCD methods to market
exploitation of ICT will assure results that are people-, and not profit- driven. While the project outcomes will
be a number of cutting edge products, they will have to have evolved from robust prototypes. For the
prototypes to fully reflect end user needs, they will have been first validated as technology probes. The
understanding of user needs will have been first developed through ethnomethodological observation
activities. This four step process, from Observation, to Probes, followed by Prototypes, finally resulting in
Products, forms the RAPID-MIX User-Centred Design framework, OPPP. This framework distinguishes itself
from the state of the art in UCD by encompassing the full technology life cycle of RM background IP, from
laboratory formulation of principles and concepts, through operational validation, to market deployment. This
parallels and instrumentalises the Technology Readiness Level scale as outlined in the Horizon2020 Work
Programme 2014-15 Annex G.
The framework is here presented as the strategic backbone of the project and shall be executed in a
practical and informed manner. This section outlines the practical aspects of the framework concerning its
operational implementation and the array of techniques that can be used. It also describes a first instance of
iteration cycle, enumerates some of the possible events and provides guidelines for user consent forms,
documentation, naming conventions, ethics considerations and reporting guidelines.
Focusing on WP2 per se, each iteration will include all the steps of our methodological framework, which
unites both UCD and AR:
•
•

Observation - observe participants using existing tools or performing task
1
Probes - introduce speculative technologies into the participants activities

1

Probes are considered different from prototypes. “We usually distinguish between ‘technology probes’ and ‘prototypes’:
the former are designed to help us (and the users) understand the design problem and the design opportunities; the latter
are based on the former and can be evaluated more directly.” (Mackay, personal communication, 2015).
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•
•

Prototypes - based on the documentation and responses to these speculative technologies, produce
more solidified prototypes that can be used in participants activities
Products - after further testing of the prototypes, which may be qualitative and less open ended than
our earlier investigations, develop the prototypes into products suitable for wider use.

This framework shouldn’t be construed as excluding other techniques, e.g. interviewing and surveying are
likely to be very useful as well in the Observation stage as techniques to further understand users’ current
ways of working and contexts. The diagram in figure 4 depicts the application of the methodological
framework along the project lifetime.

Figure 4. The RAPID-MIX UCD methodological framework
By the end of the first iteration there will be themes, groups of ideas seeding product development and
possibly early advances. This iterative process will continually and mutually inform the work between work
packages, and will bring the shared set of new technologies from academic and industrial research to
general industrial standards, and to the user groups and businesses that will ultimately use these tools.

4.2

Practical Guidelines for RAPID-MIX UCD Actions

User-centred design processes are used as tools to answer (and refine) key questions throughout the whole
development cycle. For example,
•
•

What are the opportunities—recognized or unrecognized—for a new technology to positively impact
a given set of users in a given context? What is the design space of possible technologies?
How is a particular design approach, if instantiated, likely to impact these users in a given context?
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•

•
•

How does a particular design instantiation impact these users in this context, in reality? What are the
consequences for users’ efficiency, effectiveness, satisfaction, ways of thinking and acting,
relationships with each other, etc.? How do these change with time and experience, with context, or
with the type of user?
How do multiple design alternatives compare against these criteria of interest?
Where are possible usability problems in a given design, and how might they be mitigated or
corrected?

This section provides the main guidelines to support the actions for user involvement, the actors, methods
and deployment along the project to approach these questions.

4.2.1 What is a “UCD action”?
UCD principles and methodology can inform all interactions between RAPID-MIX technology designers and
users. (Where “users” here includes SME developers and other stakeholders in many cases, as well as end
product users, as discussed in Section 3). UCD actions will therefore include events such as hackathons and
design workshops with large numbers of participants as mentioned below (See Section 4.5.1) as well as the
following:
•
•
•
•

SME site visits that include interviews, questionnaires, targeted development sections, and other
activities with small numbers of developers using RAPID-MIX API.
Periodic review of other API feedback from SME developers, e.g. via bug reports, feature requests,
etc.
Observation and interviews with SME personnel interacting with prototype technologies (e.g., from
T3.1).
Other actions that seek information from any type of users to inform subsequent design of RAPID
API and RAPID-MIX products.

When a task leader has questions about next project steps that need to be informed through interactions with
users (of any type), the process of answering these questions can be understood as a UCD action.

4.2.2 Who is responsible for deciding what UCD techniques will be incorporated in a
UCD action?
The task leader and other relevant consortium stakeholders (e.g., SME partners working on related tasks),
host institution (if applicable) should be the decision makers for designing the UCD actions. Goldsmiths as
task leader for Tasks 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 will be involved in design of major UCD activities (e.g., hackathons,
consortium-wide workshops) and will be available to consult on the design of any smaller activities as
needed.

4.2.3 Who should be the “users” in a UCD action?
In some circumstances, the identith of the user is clear (e.g., development team at an SME will be important
users of the RAPID API). However, care must be taken to not rely only on users who are directly involved in
the consortium and other users who are convenient to work with (e.g., volunteer participants to Music Hack
Day events, students in our university programmes, etc.). In particular, care must be taken over the project to
engage participants from the following groups:
•

Participants that represent domains and types of expertise that are different from consortium
members. For example, our consortium currently includes more members with expertise in music
and media technology than in games industry. It will be important to reach out to users who can
represent diverse perspectives from the games industry.
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•

Participants of different genders and physiological characteristics. Diversity is important here
because it is crucial that RAPID MIX technologies, including those that employ
biosignals/physiological measurements, be usable by and useful to many different people.

4.2.4 What methods should be considered for user involvement in UCD actions?
The research partners and SMEs have at their disposal a range of techniques in which RM research partners
have extensive experience, for exploring user interaction with products and prototypes, and generating new
ideas. Different stages in the design process, types of user, contexts of use and desired outcomes require
different methods, but here we outline some standard techniques we have collective experience with and will
be drawing upon at different stages in the iterative design process. Not all such techniques are appropriate
for all circumstances, nor can they all be used together, but they remain within our broader arsenal. It must
also be noticed that some of these techniques are inappropriate and ineffective when working with groups
with alternative modalities at their disposal, and we must remain sensitive and aware of this.
We will be referring to workshops, which are a very broad grouping of activities, though the definition we take
here as being of most use to us is “collaborative design events providing a participatory and equal arena for
sharing perspectives, forming visions and creating new solutions” (Soini & Pirinen 2005). Workshops cover a
diverse range of situations, including creative uses of “workshopping” for encouraging participation in DIY
music technologies (Jo, Parkinson and Tanaka 2013). Workshops provide the context for a large amount of
the techniques that are described on the following subsections.

4.2.4.1 Ethnographic interviews and observation
Questioning and recording participants “in the wild” to find how they use technologies is invaluable. Often,
what a participant says in interview may in conflict with how they behave in observation, and care must be
taken to evaluate data gathered. This technique also helps accumulate a good background of evidence
describing why a particular design path was chosen (Preece et al. 1994).
Observation and interviews can be employed early in the design process to identify design opportunities e.g.,
observing potential users to see how they currently do things, and identifying ways that a new or modified
technology might be helpful, and contextual inquiry (Whiteside et al. 1988). At later stages of design, these
techniques can be used to understand how new technologies end up being used in practice (and how this
may differ to what designers intended), to understand the contexts of use (e.g., how does a tool fit into the
larger ecology of technologies a user engages with), to identify problems that users encounter, etc. This
information can feed into improvement of designs as well as to evaluate whether a technology is ready for
larger scale deployment, better delineate the target market for a product, etc.
Because people may unintentionally misrepresent their behaviour in interviews, observation is preferable
when the goal is to understand how and when people interact with a technology, and what they do with it. On
the other hand, interviews are helpful in interpreting observations of user behaviour (or other data such as
logs). Interviews can be preferable to surveys for asking users open-ended questions, as the interviewer can
probe further on interesting points raised by a user, or ask for clarification.

4.2.4.2 Surveys
Surveys — including online surveys — are useful in providing qualitative and quantitative data about how
users employ technologies (e.g., the contexts in which technologies are used, people’s rationale for using
them), user experiences (e.g., problems that users have encountered with a new tool), and user
demographics (Vehovar & Lozar Manfreda 2008). Like observation and interviews, surveys can be used to
gain information at many stages of the design process. Open-ended questions can enable users to elaborate
on aspects of their background or experience, leading to a deeper understanding of their experience with a
technology. More narrowly structured questions (e.g., asking users for Likert scale ratings) can be used to
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efficiently aggregate data from many users and to compare experiences across different designs or different
user types.

4.2.4.3 Logging
Logging records user’s data or interactions, usually with technologies or web services, although in the current
context this might involve physiological data. Logging user actions with an instrumented piece of software
can be an unobtrusive method for understanding users’ interactions with a system “in the wild” (that is, as
they use it in a natural way as oppose to responding to specific lab-based tasks). It is a broad and rich
method for gauging human interactions with technologies.
Logged data allows us to see what users really did with software or hardware and (often) what problems they
encountered, without relying on users’ memory or taking up their time and focus, or to help avoid the
problems of users saying what they expect and hope the interviewers want to hear about their software (for
instance, being told it is usable and seamless). Logging can be client side or server side, depending on the
application. Applying visualisation and data mining techniques to log data can also reveal latent subgroups of
users or styles of interaction (Dumais et al. 2014). Participants best use logging when a technology has
reached a significant level of readiness and has been deployed in a long-term trial.

4.2.4.4 Focus groups
A focus group is a group of participants invited to give their feedback on a product, idea, or service. The
value of focus groups in HCI is debated, as they are seen as rooted in market research rather than as a
serious evaluation or design tool. They nevertheless have their role, and their relative merits are discussed in
Rosenbaum et al. (2002). It is important to discuss at what point in the design process a focus group is
used. Some, such as Michael Muller, will use focus groups as an actual part of the design process, and
mentions Sanders’s workshops which inform traditional focus group with insights from ethnography,
participatory design, dramaturgy, market research, and privacy concerns (Rosenbaum et al. 2002).
Alternatively, a focus group could still be more traditionally used to assess to the suitability of a product fit
after it is already deemed fit for market. Many of the concerns of the failings of the methodology of focus
groups are addressed by the concerns of third wave HCI, with their focus on meaningful use of qualitative
data and ethnographical study. For RAPID MIX, focus groups might be an appropriate way to work with
expert users interested in performing with RAPID MIX products.

4.2.4.5 Brainstorming techniques
Brainstorming describes a range of group techniques, intended to make people think beyond their everyday
experiences with objects and services, in order to generate new ideas for such objects and services. One
form of brainstorming is termed Bootlegging, described in Holmquist (2008), taking elements from remix
culture and the surrealists’ ‘Exquisite Corpse’ parlour game, combining Post-It notes to randomly create new
ideas.
In Mackay’s Video brainstorming (Mackay and Fayard 1999), the camera plays a crucial role: participants are
interviewed, storyboard and act our scenarios, all using the camera, providing both documentation and a tool
for analysis. Related to this is Bodystorming (Schleicher and Jones 2010) which relies on embodied
knowledge to bring valuable information to how we use a technology or service, bypassing tradional modes
of ideation, and is often seen as “prototyping in context.” Brainstorming could equally use Post-It notes,
whiteboards, and other lo-fi techniques. It can be important to adapt to the user group and the media they are
most comfortable with.
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4.2.4.6 Sketching/Storyboarding
Storyboarding is a timeline technique from film, cartoon and graphic novel production, and is a useful tool
adapted to design and HCI. Storyboarding provides a technique for envisaging actual uses of hypothetical
and actual objects: someone could, for instance, ‘storyboard’ the way in which they boot up their interactive
musical instrument, and we will see a series of perhaps not so interesting frames of computer GUIs, sound
output peripherals, audio software screenshots, and sensor calibration. Furthermore, they could storyboard
the use of RAPID API fuelled future interface, and the performance benefits it would produce.
In addition, storyboarding is also a useful tool for honing in on the actual steps surrounding people’s
practices and actions that could otherwise be overlooked. The crucial significance of the order in which
commenplace tasks take place may be highlighted, revealing an area where good design can help. A skilled
facilitator generally brings out this element of storyboarding (Truong, Hayes, and Abowd, 2006).

4.2.4.7 Lo-fi and higher fidelity prototyping
Low-fidelity (lo-fi) prototyping allows for quick production of placeholders that can be used to explore
interactions with more ‘final’ products. Lo-fi prototypes can take a variety of forms, from paper sketches
showing the basic functions of a GUI or workflow with a system, to cardboard or foam mock-ups that
demonstrate size and form, to digital “vapourware” that uses PowerPoint, Photoshop, or other tools to mimic
the front end of software without any backend implementation. Any of these prototypes can be made
“interactive” using “Wizard-of-Oz” techniques in which a human designer stands in for unimplemented
computer functionality (e.g., changing a paper GUI in response to a user “click” on a paper button).
Lo-fi prototypes can be useful to obtain early feedback on a design idea, before many resources have been
devoted to its realisation. Lo-fi prototypes can also be very useful to focus user feedback on core functionality
of a system without distracting the user with irrelevant details (e.g., user evaluation of a paper GUI mock-up
will lead to feedback on GUI content and user flow, without users being drawn to comment on surface details
such as colour or font choice).
High fidelity prototypes are more functional and more robust than their lo-fi counterpoints giving a closer idea
about user interaction with the final product (Egger, 2000), (Houde and Hill, 1997).

4.2.4.8 Cultural probes/Technology probes
Cultural probes provide exploratory, ethnographically orientated and often open-ended ways of looking at
how people use technologies in their day-to-day lives (Gaver et al., 2004). A cultural probe consists of
“primitive” documentary materials (such as disposable camera), along with tasks, questions or challenges to
provoke the participants into thinking and recording their thoughts. There is something of an ‘anti-design’
philosophy embedded herein: cultural probes often make up parts of projects intended to challenge our
relationship with technology, or with design as a simple act of human problem solving. Cultural probes
instead open up a space for design and human creativity that goes beyond mere problem solving.
Technology probes explore the cultural role of technologies within peoples’ lives. They are technologies
intended to be opened ended, with their goal being to provide an understanding of the needs and desires of
the users pertaining to technology in their lives, and hopefully inspiring designers to think about new
technologies to respond to the users’ behaviours (Hutchinson, Hilary et al., 2003).
Both of these techniques lean towards the ethnographic, and might be seen less as a straightforward
technique for the creation of a product, but can provide valuable insights into the creative relationships
participants might have with RAPID MIX products. Music is often an area where technology objects are used
in idiosyncratic contexts and in unintended ways (Bown et al., 2009). Probes may provide open-ended
evaluation methods midway in an iterative design process, providing insight on use context, unintended use,
and environmental assimilation to feed into subsequent product refinement.
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4.2.4.9 Co-design
Co-Design can be described as an example of collective creation in the design process. The underlying
assumption is that any stakeholder is important as any other, which is typically achieved through the blurring
between the user and designer roles, and focusing on the process by which the design goal is created
(Sanders & Stappers, 2008). It also differs from other user-centred design approaches by acknowledging
that the client or beneficiary of the design may not be the user of the design artefact itself (Norman & Draper,
1986).
In RAPID-MIX, co-design workshops will be applied internally between technology providers (both research
partners and SME stakeholders) and SMEs as technology adopters.

4.2.4.10 Usability tests
Usability refers to the characteristics that interactive products should afford and that allow users to carry out
their goals and activities. These characteristics are associated to criteria used for tests that generally broken
down as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effectiveness – how effective is a product, to what extent it does what it was designed to do.
Efficiency – how efficient is the product, how does it support the user in carrying out is task.
Safety – to which extent does the product protect the user from undesirable situations.
Utility – to which extent does the product provide the right functionality to support users’ goals.
Learnability – to which extent is the product easy to learn.
Memorability – how easy is a product to remember about its operations and functionalities after
learning.

These criteria provide quantitative indicators of whether products under development are usable by the
intended user group and enabling of their operational goals. Typically, usability tests involve the
measurement of timings, task completion (such as navigation, searching for information, typeface
readability), error accounting and frequency of resorting to manuals. MIX products may benefit from rounds
of usability tests before their final release.

4.2.4.11 Hacking, Do-It-Yourself and Appropriation
The idea of “hacking” has gained considerable popular currency, often at the expense of any meaningful
definition. We see hacking as an area where commercially available goods are used in ways beyond their
initial intent, which is a common practice within interactive music. Hacking has been of growing interest to the
CHI community (Wang et al 2001), (Rosner et al 2009). Hacking is of particular interest here because it
nurtures communities and knowledge exchange, and is closely associated with workshops and hackathons.
Workshops drawing on hacking enable users to find new affordances in existing technologies and can
become a way of exploring unexpected uses of prototypes and technologies.
The Do-It-Yourself (DIY) movement is borne out of specific ethical codes and a rejection of the ‘disposability’
of today’s culture and the impenetrability of industrially produced consumer products. DIY is of interest to the
human-computer interaction research community, as we can see in Buechley et al’s workshop. (2009). The
DIY and hacking community will be very interested in RAPID API and many RAPID MIX technologies, and
the earliest stages of the RAPID MIX project (such as the Barcelona Hackathon, MusicHackday 2015) should
nurture these connections.

4.2.4.12 Design Workbooks
Design workbooks act as scrapbooks that gather together different perspectives from different participants
over time, allowing ideas to develop organically with input from different participants (Gaver, 2011). Design
Workbooks work at their best when they are (for instance) a Google slide show (or any similar we based tool
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that is easy to use and access by multiple participants), accessible by all participants. All ideas, regardless of
how relevant they may at first appear, can be put into this online scrapbook. This could include similar
products, interesting performances, technological developments or appealing materials and aesthetics. As
Gaver notes, design is not always theory driven, and the workbooks allow for organic and interesting designs
to emerge, drawing on chance encounters and passing thoughts.

4.2.4.13 Longitudinal studies
Longitudinal studies take place over extended periods of time in the hope of giving deeper or more
meaningful understandings about how users use these pieces of technology, or at least revealing more than
short-term studies. Understanding the usability and use value of complex (and even simple) technology often
requires studying users engaging with it over longer periods of time. This is especially true when developing
familiarity or expertise with a technology takes time. This is relevant to technologies emerging from the
RAPID MIX project. For example, the nature of a new musical instrument employing RAPID MIX
technologies may emerge over time as opposed to through short term testing, and an instrument using
RAPID MIX technologies might take years as oppose to hours to master. A half-day user study on the
saxophone (were it a novel instrument) would yield less useful results than a study-taking place over several
years. Longitudinal research is discussed in Karapanos, Jain and Hassenzahl (2012).

4.2.4.14 Methodological mapping
The techniques here presented may not be adequate for all circumstances but should be chosen and
possibly combined according to the specifics of a determined UCD action. The decision of which techniques
to use should take into account factors such as the focus of study, the characteristics of the user group
involved, the nature of the techniques and the time and other resources available (Preece, 2015). Table 1
summarises the methods and the respective decision factors to be considered for application in UCD actions

Method

Ethnographic
interviews and
observation

Online surveys
Offline surveys

Brainstorming
Bootlegging
Video
brainstorming

Sketching
Storyboarding

Purpose of study

User group

Data output

Stage
within the
cycle

Cost

Assessment of user
needs and insights;
Identify design
opportunities for SMEs;
Interpret user behaviour
Assessment of user
needs, insights and
feedback

Small groups;
SME
stakeholders;
End users

Quantitative
and
qualitative

High

Early stage
and
throughout
the project

Large groups;
End users

Quantitative
and
qualitative

Medium

Assessment of user
needs and insights;
Ideation, identify
scenarios and design
themes
Assessment of user
needs and insights;
Ideation, identify
scenarios and design

Small groups;
SME
stakeholders

Qualitative

Low

Early stage
and
throughout
the project
Early stage

Medium size
groups; SME
stakeholders;
End users

Qualitative

Low

Early stage
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Cultural probes
Technology probes

Design workbooks

Lo-fi prototyping

High fidelity
prototyping

Usability tests

Hacking, Do-ItYourself and
Appropriation

Logging

Focus groups

Longitudinal
studies

themes
Explore users’ culture,
attitudes towards
environment and use of
new media
Collect and document
ideas and perspectives

Small groups;
SME
stakeholders;
End users
Small groups;
SME
stakeholders
Small groups;
SME
stakeholders

Qualitative

Medium

Early stage

Qualitative

Low

Beginning
of project

Qualitative

Low

Testing prototypes with
SMEs and assess their
compatibility with SMEs
production roadmap
Identify usability
problems;
Benchmarking and
validation of MIX
interfaces
Identify new affordances
in existing technologies
and unexpected uses
Identify patterns of use,
usability and technology
problems both for API
and MIX products
Evaluation of prototypes
with end users; extract
quantifiable UX metrics

Small groups;
SME
stakeholders;
End users;
5 to 12
participants;
End users

Qualitative

High

At initial
stage and
throughout
project
Mid point in
the project

Quantitative

High

Mid-to-final
stage

Medium size
groups; End
users
Small groups;
SME
stakeholders

Qualitative

Low

Quantitative
and
qualitative

Medium

Final point
in the
project
Mid point
and final
stages

Small groups;
SME
stakeholders;
End users

Qualitative

Low

Final stage

Studying technology
engagement over longer
periods of time

Variable size
groups; SME
stakeholders;
End users

Quantitative
and
qualitative

High

Throughout
the entire
project

Assess prototype
compatibility with SMEs
production roadmap

Table 1. Summary of the available methods and decision factors

4.2.5 How to prepare and apply a UCD action?
UCD actions follow the rationale of AR and therefore, must be planned in advance, which requires setting
goals aligned with the design roadmap of industry partners, defining the problem and design space,
participants and choosing adequate methods that will coadunate with the practical issues of the specific
deployment scenarios.

4.2.5.1 Before a UCD action:
The action leaders should use the template provided in Appendix 2 to record answers to the following
questions:
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•

•

•

•
•
•

What questions is the UCD action intended to answer?
o E.g., Is this to explore the design space? To refine understanding of our design priorities? To
compare alternative designs or implementations? To identify usability barriers? To better
understand user experience or user demographics? Etc. (See question types enumerated at
the beginning of Section 4.2)
Who will be the users engaged in this session?
o How will they be recruited?
o How will recruitment, as well as UCD activities and physical location & space, be structured
to encourage participation by diverse users (i.e., in terms of gender, physical ability, domain
of interest/expertise, etc.) -- either in terms of diversity of participants within this action,
and/or in terms of recruiting participant groups that will complement groups involved in other
UCD actions?
What techniques will be used? (See Section 4.3)
o These techniques should be justifiable in terms of the types of users and questions to be
answered by this action
Who will run and document this action?
What activities and/or materials need to be prepared in advance?
What documentation will be collected?

4.2.5.2 During a UCD action
•
•

All participants inside and outside the consortium will be treated ethically, including use of informed
consent (see Section 5.1)
The action should be documented in appropriate ways. This will include one or more of the following:
o Written notes taken by person (people) run
ning the session
o Photographs
o Audio and/or video recording
o Written questionnaires/surveys by action participants
o Log output from our technologies
o Other

4.2.5.3 After a UCD action
•
•

4.3

Action leaders should follow guidelines for in Section 7 to ensure that documentation is in order and
the outcomes of the action are used to inform relevant future work.
Resulting data should conform to the specifications of Section 6.

Deployment along the project

In this section we describe how the main stage of AR can be aligned with the milestones of the project to
understand users and take actions that reflect and propagate this understanding along the lifetime of the
project.

4.3.1 Year 1
UCD actions for Prototyping (WP3):
•

•

Diagnosing:
o Identify SME partners’ technologies and needs.
o Identify status of candidate technologies
Action planning
o Survey for assessing SME’s technical standards and target MIX products
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o
o

•

•
•

Prepare a co-design workshop for SME partners (Bootlegging)
The workshop should be defined according to the requirements of WP2 (UCD), WP3 (early
prototypes) and WP4 (candidate technologies)
o Prepare activities for end-users during the Barcelona MHD (showcase + workshops +
performances).
o Prepare assessment tools
Action taking (Workshops Y1)
o Demonstration of early prototypes (for industrial and end-users)
o Co-design workshop (for industrial-users, represented by SMEs)
o Involvement in the Barcelona MHD
 Industrial users, represented by hackers
 End-users, represented by hackers and Sonar audience
Evaluation
o Review of the outcomes of the action taking
Report for guiding the first iteration
o Inform Product design loop (WP2+WP4+WP5)
o Inform Evaluation loop (WP6)

4.3.2 Year 2
UCD actions for RAPID-API (WP4):
•

•

•

•
•

Diagnosing:
o Identify SME partners’ technologies and needs.
o Identify status of candidate technologies
o Use early prototypes to identify high priority API features
Action planning
o Setting up infrastructure for logs and feature requests
2
3
o Setting up shared gitlab and taiga.io for communication, collaborative work and agile
project management
o Prepare Co-design workshop and local interventions at SMEs
Action taking
o Co-design workshop (for SME developers)
o Integration of feature sets, API prototyping
o On-site interviews, local surveys, logs and feature requests from developers using early
versions of the API
o Demonstration of RAPID-API Beta (for industrial and end-users)
Evaluation
o Review of the outcomes of the action taking
Report for guiding the second iteration
o Inform the selection of the core functionalities and interface of the RAPID-API
o Inform Evaluation loop (WP6)

4.3.3 Year 3
UCD actions for MIX products (WP5)

2
3

http://gitlab.com, open source software to collaborate on code and manage git code repositories
http://taiga.io, project management platform for startups, agile developers and designers
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•

•

•

•

•

Diagnosing:
o Identify status of candidate technologies
o Use early prototypes to identify high priority API features
o Identify SME product goals (based on their assessment of market dynamics and capabilities
of the RAPID-API
Action planning
o Setting up infrastructure for logs and feature requests
o Prepare Co-design workshop and local interventions at SMEs
o Prepare Demonstrators of RAPID-API
Action taking
o Co-design workshop (for SME stakeholders and developers)
o Integration of feature sets, API refinement
o On-site interviews, local surveys, logs and feature requests from developers using early
versions of the API
o Demonstration of RAPID-API Release (for industrial and end-users)
o Benchmarking and validation of MIX interfaces with end users
Evaluation
o MIX product evaluation
o API evaluation
o General process evaluation
Final report
o Inform the selection of the core functionalities and interface of the RAPID-API
o Wrap-up

4.3.4 Potential events to deploy other UCD actions
Deployment of a UCD action can take multiple forms, from small-dimensioned actions, such as brief
meetings and interviews with SME developers and stakeholders, to medium-to-large events, such as trade
fares, conferences, concerts and workshops. The current list of venues and events at which there will be a
RAPID MIX presence is already condensed and extensive (as part of Dissemination WP7) and includes
electronic music festivals, hackdays and DIY events.
In fact, hackdays and DIY events present good opportunities to put our API tools right into the hands of
people who will be using them and observe their use. UCD actions here deployed might assist in identifying
new affordances in existing technologies and unexpected uses. At the time of writing this document, these
are next events that the consortium will participate in
•
•

Maker Faire Lisbon, September 18-19-20, 2015
Maker Faire Rome, October 16-17-18, 2015

Furthermore, concert activities within consortium parties cement the connections between research centres
and the local and national communities within which they operate. Showcasing our work to other academic
research centres whilst allowing members of the public to see the outcome of research that often happens
behind closed doors in their local area.
•
•

3 EAVI concerts per year at Goldsmiths (part of a regular series).
A RAPID MIX concert as part of IRCAM's Manifest, potential chance to plan a RAPID-MIX concert.

There are also consumer shows (such as CES), health events (such as IEEE EMBC and Biostec), gaming
evenings (such as GDC and E3) and events such as a Cannes Lions at which we intend to maintain a
presence at later stages in the project.
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5 ETHICS
RAPID-MIX will adapt European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity (See Appendix 1).

5.1

Workshop Participation Consent Form

Prior to participation in workshops, participants will be given a “Participation Consent” to fill in. This form will
list the project name (with some details), names of key individuals involved in the workshop, along with the
date and location of the workshop. In addition, the content of the Participation Consent form will include:
I understand and agree to take part in this workshop.
I understand that I have a right to withdraw from this workshop at any time, should I wish.
I understand that recordings including audio, video and photographs may be made during the
workshop.
• I understand that all data gathered during the workshop will be securely stored, accessible only by
staff.
• I understand that the results of the research of this workshop forms a part may be published and
presented in academic conferences, journals, exhibitions, public presentations and other online and
offline media outlets.
• I understand that information will be recorded during the workshop, and understand this information
may be used in published research, but my personal details will be confidential. Furthermore, I will
not be identified by name without giving my explicit consent.
The participant will sign and date this sheet, and receive a further sheet giving them information about the
project, entitled the “Project Information Sheet”.
•
•
•

5.2

Project Information Sheet

This document will inform the participant about the project goals and outcomes, describing the partners
involved, possible outputs and benefits, and online options to find more information.

6 DATA
Throughout the multidisciplinary activities carried out in RAPID-MIX, multiple types of data will be generated
and acquired, both for sharing/dissemination activities as well as for internal use. The following subsection
outlines what the data types will be, what standards/formats will be used and how they will be shared and
curated. It should be noted that RAPID-MIX has applied to participate in the Horizon2020 Open Research
Data Pilot, and as a result we are working with the comprehensive Data Management Plan as a task in Work
Package 7. The currently plan for research data management will be subject to further refinements.

6.1

Types of data

Ethnographic data collected from the User-Centred Design sessions:
• Questionnaire data
• Video recordings
• Audio recordings
• Data from the involved sensors (motion, biosignals)
• User activity tracking data
Data to be generated:
•
•

Numerical features extracted from raw audio/motion/physiological data
System logs
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•

6.2

Documents (deliverables, reports)

Standards and formats

One-dimensional data streams (such as audio recordings, physiological sensor raw data,
position/orientation/acceleration XYZ-axis data, extracted features, etc.) will be stored using the Broadcast
Wave format (BWF). BWF is an extension of the popular Microsoft WAVE audio format with the addition of
an XML header chunk, used for storing metadata associated with each file (such as recording device,
sampling rate, minimum and maximum value, etc.). The advantage of using a binary format like BWF is that
it easily opened by many audio editors as well as numerical computing software like PyLab, Octave or
Matlab.
Video data will be stored using the Motion JPEG format that uses intraframe-only compression. This method
produces larger files than other video formats (like H.264 or MPEG-4) but allows cutting video files at any
starting and ending frame, avoiding the process of decoding and encoding again without losing quality, as it
happens with other interframe compression formats. This allows for easily accessing a specific chunk of a
video recording rather than having to download the entire file.
Questionnaire data will be stored using interchangeable spreadsheet formats such as the Comma-Separated
Values (.csv).

6.3

Data sharing

The online platform for multimodal data storage and sharing developed by UPF (Repovizz) will be used to
share the data originating from the User-Centred Design activities under a Creative Commons (CC) license
(specific CC license details will individually depend on the contents of the dataset). All data will be
anonymised before uploading.
Each uploaded dataset will have a unique identifier assigned by the Repovizz framework, which can be used
to provide access to the datapack using one the following:
•
•

a RESTful API, which is currently under development, and
a unique URL which redirects to the Repovizz HTML5 web client

Documents generated for the needs of the project such as deliverables and reports will be stored on the
RAPID-MIX website with username/password protection as necessary for access control. It is in the interests
of our consortium to have an open data policy to the maximum degree that is afforded, both in the service of
contributing to standardisation and good practices in interface design, as well as fostering research in the
field. However, if select data and their derived findings are deemed core, strategic and/or specific to the
services of our SMEs by the Project Steering Committee (it requires decision at board level), we reserve the
right to keep them internal.

6.4

Data preservation

Initially, the uploaded datasets will be stored locally on the Repovizz servers. Current development efforts
are being concentrated on restructuring Repovizz as a data access framework rather than a localised
repository, which will act as a streaming client between the user and the stored data. In this way, data that is
formatted and organised according to Repovizz's standards will be able to be stored on other servers as well.
In all cases where SME data or user data are sensitive or required to be anonymised, they will be treated as
research data in line with the outlined ethics policy.
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7 RESULTS AND REPORTING
Team members leading UCD sessions or events will first document events using technology appropriate for
the venue and event type (e.g., video and/or written notes for interviews and interaction with prototypes,
paper or electronic questionnaire results, photos of paper prototypes or user sketches, electronic files of
logging data from user interactions with software prototypes, etc.). It is important to review and document the
findings as soon as possible after the session.
Within a reasonable timeframe after any UCD event, in addition to making this data formatted and archivable
according to the previous session, the team members involved in a session will create an internal document
that concisely summarises the event and outcomes for the rest of the consortium. This document will be
based on the UCD Reporting Template (Appendix 3) and will include:
The Work Package and Task(s) with which the session is associated
The names of people leading the session
A description of the main activities of the session
A description of the users (how many were there? Where did they come from? How were they
recruited?)
• A description of how this session fits into future and past sessions, if appropriate (e.g., is this the
second in a set of four observations with a particular group of users? when will the next session in
this set happen?)
• A description of how the session outcomes inform recommendations for development of the RAPID
MIX project, with recommendations linked to specific data and reasoning explained
• A list of work packages and tasks whose future work should be informed by the session outcomes
The outcomes of the sessions will also be reported via updates on the project website (to include information
that is relevant to funders, to the community of API users, and to the broader public), via written summary
reports (possibly summarizing multiple UCD activities over a period of time) to the industry advisory panel,
and as part of the annual work package activity reports.
•
•
•
•

8 CONCLUSION
This document describes the methodological framework for assessing industrial and end-user design
requirements. It is intended working document and manual that codifies UCD and harmonises UCD activity
across the project. In this task we have defined a set of methodological tools for the assessment of design
and production needs with strong focus on industrial and end-user requirements. To achieve this, both SME
and academic partners will participate in the definition of user-centred design activities, validation and
assessment actions.
Whilst we collectively have a powerful toolkit and range of techniques for studies and workshops that put
users at centre stage for designing and testing products, the unique circumstances of RAPID MIX - the range
of users that incorporates both individual artist/researchers and companies in the marketplace - means that
we will be testing some of these methods in unknown terrains, and so they must adaptable and the
methodology sketched in this document will evolve according to circumstances.
This document therefore outlines the user centred design techniques at our disposal and proposes how we
can adapt them to the specifics of this unique project. One of the outcomes of RAPID MIX, aside from the
technologies, will be to share guidelines developed along the way, to help research centres and SMEs work
together to quickly produce novel products, and this document is the stepping stone to that vision.
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APPENDIX 1: Adopted Ethics Code
European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity
(http://www.esf.org/fileadmin/Public_documents/Publications/Code_Conduct_ResearchIntegrity.pdf)
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APPENDIX 2: UCD Action Planning Worksheet
This template is to be used for planning UCD actions.
1. What questions is the UCD action intended to answer?
For example, is this to explore the design space? To refine understanding of our design priorities? to
compare alternative designs or implementations? To identify usability barriers? To better understand user
experience or user demographics? etc. See question types outlined in UCD Methodology document, Section
4.2.
2. Who will be the users engaged in this session?
a. How will they be recruited?
b. How will recruitment, as well as UCD activities and physical location & space, be structured to
encourage participation by diverse users (i.e., in terms of gender, physical ability, domain of
interest/expertise, etc.) -- either in terms of diversity of participants within this action, and/or in
terms of recruiting participant groups that will complement groups involved in other UCD
actions?
3. What UCD techniques will be used? These techniques should be justifiable in terms of the types of users
and questions to be answered by this action.
4. Who will run and document this action?
5. What activities and/or materials need to be prepared in advance?
6. What documentation will be collected?
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APPENDIX 3: UCD Action Reporting Worksheet
This template is to be used to report on completed UCD actions.
1. Work Package and Task(s) with which the session is associated:
2. Names of people leading the session:
3. Description of the main activities of the session:
4. Who were the users?
Include information on numbers, recruitment, demographics (including gender)
5. How does this session fit into future and past sessions, if appropriate?
For example, is this the second in a set of four observations with a particular group of users? When will the
next session in this set happen?
6. How do session outcomes inform recommendations for development of the RAPID MIX project?
Link recommendations to specific data and explain your reasoning.
7. List of work packages and tasks whose future work should be informed by the session outcomes:
Please notify leaders of these WPs/tasks when this worksheet is completed.
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